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Introductions

If you read the last part, then you know my name. Jake Thomas Shaw. 
Quite a nice name, isn't it? My father once told me he named me with the 
thought of having it announced in mind; particularly on a baseball field. 
He imagined me playing for the Anaheim Angels, and having my name called 
out over the speakers as I took to the field. I hope I hear a similar 
resonance someday in my life, and make his intentions come true. 

I grew up in Highland, California. That place is the equivalent of 
Puyallup here in Washington. Kind of small, a bit of a way point to bigger 
and better places, and a modest number of schools to choose from. I met my 
best friend in elementary in sixth grade, and we talk about plans for the 
future every day. 

When I went to middle school, I began to find my more rebellious side 
of myself, as I'm sure everyone does at some point. I began butting heads 
with teachers and challenging school curriculum, and at least it's toned 
down a bit now; save for the fact that my rebellion is much more sagacious 
now. Then I was removed from my first middle school, Serrano Middle School,
and placed in a charter school, ironically called New Vision Middle School.
My time there was much easier, and much safer for the surrounding city. My 
grades reached their peak at this point in the 8th through 9th grades. 

After the waiting room of middle school was over, the ride of high 
school began. I was moved directly from New Vision Middle School to San 
Gorgonio High School, named for the nearby mountain. My brother and sister 
both graduated from this high school, and I couldn't see much of why anyone
would want to stick around for that long. Blood in the bathrooms, fights in
the street, and a drive-by every now and then. It was a hostile 
environment. My rebellious attitude and mouth that got me into trouble 
almost saw me get into a fight a few times, but thankfully I'm good at 
negotiations. 

In December of 2012, I moved. Away from my friends, away from my 
brother and sister, and away from my best friend. I wasn't happy for a 
while. My parents and I stayed at my uncle's house in Bonney Lake for a 
month, as I waited for Washington school districts to catch up in 
semesters. I had a one-month vacation which saw my family move into an 
apartment, and then I made for this place.

I have experienced life in this state. People have shown me keys to 
doors I thought never possible before I saw them. In two and a half years, 
I have experienced more here than fifteen in Highland. So much has 
happened. Before this place, I never wrote poetry well, nor took much of an
interest in it, but there's so much to write about here.

Washington has gods and goddesses, spectacles, rain, and records, and 
memories, and so much worthy of noting. 

I fear I cannot capture it all. 
But I can experience as much as possible. 
I have designed and produced this collection to let you see what I do.
There simply isn't enough time to step through every door. With my 

poems and stories, I offer you not writings, but keys to my world. When 
you've finished this compilation, you will have opened a doorway in the sea
of doors I so adore and explore. I sculpt and I draw and I sketch and I 
write. So come find out who Jake Thomas Shaw is. Come find me. 



“Mother of Invention”

I was sailing far away
On a ship I piloted

In space, the cosmos knelt
Towards the vessel I commanded

A planet panned into view
And here I thought that it was new

I anchored to find and see
That this was a place that I had been

Decades ago I was here
On my maiden voyage

Back then everything had seemed
So grand and mystical

Now here I stand on Planet X
I was so proud to discover it
The press had had its run

And then decided elsewhere was fun

The black ice crunches below me
As I bounce around joyfully
I was allowed to remember

What had set it all into motion

This desolate place
No one else was as proud of

This forgotten place
Wasn't a thing before to me

It didn't stop me from venturing
Through caves from years ago
The places I had been and

All the wonderful things to see

And here I was an astronaut
Much more than I was before
When a boy had set his sights

And emerged a new man

I've found some, since then
Other places that were great, too

But alright, that's okay
I think it was better the simpler way

When people didn't know me
Fame and fortune wasn't an object
The stars and planets guided me
All the wonderful things I'd see

“Relic of Thyself”

It was a cipher
With a genius writer

No matter the decipherer
Decoding it wouldn't make you wiser

There is a price if it shall be
Taken apart by the seams

The code isn't what's at stake
It's what's inside and how you think

It is riddled with divots
Marked with ridges

Scratched up in digits
And wilting without limits

It curls into itself in a tower
Watching all the weaker cower

It has phases and dances in warmth
Alteration is its grand forte 

So if knowledge is what you seek
Go forth, decode, and take a peek

This great wisdom isn't for the meek
If it kills you, I'll know you're

weak

Look
I dare you

I implore you
Look at the tower alter hue

Understand what the tower keeps
What lies in wait in agitated sleep
The vitality of humanity lies beyond
Yet be aware of the value it spawns

In blues, purples, and indigos
Greens, yellows and oranges
The black opposite the color
Reminds me of yet another 

Red, glistening droplets are caught
Sparkling even when they're not

So please, tell me what you think
Of this cipher and its ink

I'm sure you won't understand
But it's sad, that wasn't my plan
The enigma you touch is very old
It's the code to my very soul



“Forever Fall”
Embrace the wind, take it in like the past
Leaves have fallen, and won't grow back
Stand strong and tall and never sway
This season of cold, it'll only stay
 
Winter's gone, fall is forever
No paradise, no where ever safe
Memories from yesterday, you'll give chase
Hoping to god it's not too late
 
From unbroken sunlight comes undashed dreams
Innocence in ultraviolet beams
Falling down onto the earth
Falling clouds to block their birth
 
Nothing born and never more
Dreams are scattered in fall leaves
Caught and taken by all the winds
Ripped away from all their trees
 
The clouds moving oh so closer
Rain threatens to drown the leaves
Wind steals what it can away
Taking the dreams someplace safe

“Richmen”
I was the richest man alive once
In wealth for seconds I once thrived
Then the treasure was given away 
Another gift, another day

Risk and reward
A roulette wheel 
A massive field of gold
Melted down in whole

Where the caution has left to
No questions of consequence
Only the decision
Do I fight uphill, or fly both ways?

It doesn't matter
Clothes on my back
A gift of riches
A trove that was cracked

It has come and it has gone
What have I really gained?

I had my fun 
That is what matters
I want and have nothing
So I am invincible

“The Mask Maker”
There was a man who built a 
mask
Being careful; not too fast
Sizing the thing and trying it
on
Until one day a small barb cut
him
 
A triviality, the man paid no 
mind
Continuing his work as he did
But once more he tried it on
And on removal, he saw his 
thumb
 
Dozens of tiny holes marked 
pricks
From the wire he used in 
crafting
He brushed off the thought
And to cleanse it he did 
naught
 
Days passed by, wire 
manipulated
More cuts on the man's face
More pinpricks upon his hands
Signs: the mask nearing 
completion
 
On the final day, the man 
looked into a mirror
What stared back at him wasn't
him
It was the scars of his work, 
blinking
It was a soul of deceit in 
rare raw
 
Don the mask, the man now did
Covering face, obscuring the 
scars
No matter what design he 
crafted
He will forever bear scars he 
made



“No Land Beyond”
We assembled at dawn every day

Adolescent mornings always giving way
To the coalition of forces here who gathered 

There was no land beyond that mattered

Over the top of muddy trenches we go
Hazards left, right, to and fro

Even with the shielding gas masks on
The visage keeps seeping in at dawn

Long coats on, boots strapped for danger
They wick away the sweat and the stranger
Helmet tightened, fashioned to frighten

Rifles made to orchestrate pain and enlighten

Bolt-action understanding in hands
We cautiously wade through this land
Demons forthcoming, a path of sulfur

Thunder in the distance as we draw revolvers

While we fire into the pink horizon
The demons we kill keep up the siphon
Of experience and hurt of grey smoke
Every time a devil is made to be broke

Casings hollow, solemn in falling
Brass hits mud and is crushed by who follows
Left in a sole that used to step on souls

And fed by magazines that you couldn't ever read

Relics and artifacts that have been gifted
The ruins we discovered and then sifted
Through and through the items we lifted

Garnished our barrels with vain veins of volition

Barbed wire that coils finds our ankles
We shake it off, in unamused annoyance

Every step blazes the path to reclamation
Every shot explodes the dam of recollection

For us above the trenches, there is no land beyond
A world of grey, peppered with craters

Through a lens of yellow gas masks we step
Above a land we were once stuck in and ascended

We fight and urge to remember
The days before that went unhindered

Now in this time of struggle and strife
We fight to remember better days of our life



“Arid Desert of Cast Away Ulteriors
Space stops yet time does not
Sands of architects erupt forth
Hourglasses across deserts shatter
Sand in hand like it doesn't scatter

Which grain was encased in itself
What brothers imprisoned brothers
The sand that shifted into dunes
Walls of time that run you through

Wind reaches far over the peaks
Bearing down whom it clearly sees
Dam summits cannot contain it
Damned obelisks stand to change it

The alchemist treks through here
A yellow, barren place of altercation
Valleys recede into horizons that 
flee
And no one once sought to control it

The alchemist stood atop a summit
This place he contended with to halt
With its torrent of sanguine 
certainty
And unfathomed futures never seen

Years later, another alchemist walked
After the last man was lost, until
The alchemist ventured to find a rock
Whereupon was the last one's will

“Dr. Lazarus's Elixir”
Come one, come all
Gather 'round
Ladies and gentlemen
Step right up!

You wouldn't believe
The chemicals I know of
Why this mixture here
Is of my own formula

You there!
You sir in the hat!
You look like a
Young, strong fellow!

Why don't you
Come up to my wagon
And try a dash of
Doctor Lazarus's Elixir?

“Ocular Polychromancy”
Vestigial deities exemplify
Integral atlases whom are delineated
Hues untipped in worth
Sorcerers uplift the dire rotaries

Umteen emblazons carved in tablets
Substance discharged in beads
Vitality prerequisites for felicity
Appropriate no achromaticity

“Interrupted Transmissions”
Silhouettes in space
Particles of fog
Words are distorted
Radio transmissions
 
Signals are bouncing
Messages to no one
Star systems echoing
Heart shaped thoughts

“Commander-in-Thief”
It is I who is standing
Your attention I am demanding
You know I am commanding
My feet always firmly landing

Hold fast and listen closely
I have smart things to say, mostly
Stop your engines and halt desire
It's time to implant new wiring

So look up at me and you'll see
The authority you never deemed
Taking control of your life
Making it even more full of strife

Through rose-lensed glasses
You see the teeming masses
It is your duty to disagree with them
With everyone, actually, even kin

You're all different, yet not
You're in a gigantic melting pot
Everyone is replaceable
And your feelings are imperceptible

When everyone is different, no one is
Except for me, I run this biz
So look up, chin high, you slags
Listen to me, or you'll end with rags



“Organically Spiritual Moon Rocks”
There were three rocks in a field
Where the flowers around them grew
An endless wonder waiting weld
Where it all came from, no one knew

Three ghosts once went to the moon
From Luna they each took a gift
A souvenir to take home soon
A piece of something not to miss

When they arrived on the Earth
They created a magic place
Where nothing was ever birthed
Save for plants who grew unerased

Nightshade and dandelions
Never friends, or companion
Shook hands and settled on
Found in them to show compassion

The rocks were placed by each other
Gifts from Luna come to rest
A triangle in a field, not another
Moon rocks in this place, the best

That was years ago
Too many moons passed away
A place that no one would know
A place full of good and light's day

“Ghost”
I've walked all these halls before
Like deja vu and so much more
I haunt lonely fields and sad trails
I see where I have always failed

It's all black and white to me
Shimmering images are all I see
Yesterday's experiences reflected
Life that wasn't yet perfected

Where was I a year ago?
I'm so caught up I don't know
My life now I make of the most
To last week I'm only a ghost

“Concrete Blocks”
There is a field far away from here
With a pink sky and orange clouds
Where flowers bloom yellow and red
Where butterflies roam and spread

Here the concrete blocks rest
People come to them every day
But the blocks quietly observe
As people go on with their way

In deep cover, under mystical guard
The blocks were left here as a gift
Ancient relics left and made to stay
For years they've talked to all of us

So come with me to the concrete 
blocks
Where no one will hear us talk
Except for the others, who are very 
special
And even they can keep all kinds of 
secrets

Look at me and speak the truth
I have many friends who are here
Here to listen to what you say
Here to witness the events of today

Hold my hand and rest your shoulder
Feel my cold friend beneath us
Warm with me, my friend won't mind
It's making him comfortably colder

Run your fingers along the cracks
Track the dirt and rubble with hands
Listen to what the concrete says
Listen to the history it has seen

All the people who have passed
All the people made of glass
Shallow puddles and hard rain
The blocks have seen everything

Hold my hand and rest your shoulder
Run your fingers along the cracks
Listen to what the concrete says
The blocks have seen everything



“Sinking Somewhere”
There was conflict. Flashes of metal, and soot floating in air. Somewhere 
in the distance, buoys float in suspended water. Purple jets of hot gas 
spear through frozen fire. Like the might of a boar, through the fire and 
war, explosions are stood still in time. Swirling mountains sink into the 
ground. Brick and mortar falls apart. Walls collapse and crumble away. The 
grass and trees rise and float up, roots ripped out of the dirt. The 
connection of day rolls to a darkness without stars. Falling to land on 
nothing at all. Sink into nothing. 

“Somewhere, An Ocean”
It is perfect here. Nothing, and that's why it is the apex environment. It 
is believed there is time here in somewhere else. Those lost to it don't 
perceive much apart from what happens. No past or future outside of those 
within the lost. They know what they feel should be natural. The lost are 
unsalvageable, and their minds are left to thrive in this place of 
everything dressed as nothing. They love it. Not worrying about numbers or 
times or places and spaces. No keys to keep track of and no doors to 
unlock. The paths to be walked are never blocked. It is all open to 
explore. And do not waste time dwelling on a platform that fulfilled its 
purpose of bearing your form in past steps. It executed its reason to exist
flawlessly, allowing you to venture further. You can't remember who you 
were before you got here. There is no use thinking about it. You forge your
own reality as you walk. 

“When In Elsewhere”
When you find yourself staring into the abyss, frightened to take the first
step, you are stuck in nowhere. It is with no thought and little 
contemplation you must decide to lift your foot onto a platform which isn't
yet on this plane of existence. You don't know what will happen. You won't 
unless you take the step. You will stand for many moments. You will try to 
see outlines and patterns which, like the platforms, aren't there quite 
yet. There is nothing for the immovable will to decipher. With no use in 
being still and silent, you move. The step appears. A massive platform is 
instantaneously here below you now. There it is. It was there the whole 
time, you simply didn't understand why it wasn't there before you made up 
your mind to move there. Then the platforms understood you, and you the 
platforms. You feel with these first steps, that these are less platforms 
and more doorways.



“Binary Synapses”
Yield to the soul
Your heart is mine
Cracks appear
You're not so bold

We believe we are impervious
Disdained to find us too human
We need to find it in us the strength
To grasp the other's hand

Where was the gravity lost
On the trail we walked upon
When the feeling was almost gone
We took different paths to walk along

Yield to the soul

Care for us all

It's us, screaming in your ear
To let us loose to tame your fear
Disband us and disperse us
I'm afraid we have a thirst for this

To be the ones to kill your curse
And anything that has ever hurt
For you, we will to do anything
Anything to make known your worth

Care for us
We see
We hear
We know the things you want
Of your fears, we desire to hunt

Care for us, my dear
We're here to do our due
We're here to care for you

This isn't a riddle
Of which to mull
Your nerves are cold
Your senses are old

Resurrect the stones, and

Yield to the soul

“Brass Mirror”
Look in the mirror
Stare through the glass
No it isn't clearer
It's reflecting your brass

Your clone follows and dances
Same expression on its mask
Hovering close when it passes
Falling in sync into your casks

Hold tight and lock latch
Press forward and step through
Your other self is there to catch
You when you trip up a move

Portals to non-futures far away
You'll explore with yourself
Gone from home for days
See all the cards you could've dealt

Other times, other places
All so familiar, the locations
Barely recognizable, the faces
You are truly lost and dislocated

To yourself you'll seek comfort
Bury your face and cry
Far from home, but here you are
This isn't home. You don't know why

A parallel universe next to home
Life that could've been known
Regret that you have shown
Makes it clear you feel alone

Everything home is a brass tinge
You've seen iron, gold, and platinum
Alloys richer than home's binge
Futures once yours, unfathomed

You return, never feeling the same
Home is comfortable no longer
You feel a most immense shame
You wish you made choices wiser

Yet there you sit looking at glass
Faded brass on all fixtures
Everything plated and passed
Bronze and copper a gross mixture



“Moving On”
Life goes on
Ruin moves on

Nothing is left to say we had some
Of it in our hands like glass and 
sand

Sun shines
Grass grows
Birds fly
And nothing stops

Shining, growing, and flying

Atoms collide and share fundamentals 
Untitled actions and new annuals 
Clouds blot the patchy ultraviolets
Leaves fall in the orange autumn 

Life goes on 

No stasis, all is alterations
Old dynamics, moving on

Rain rains
Leaves leave
Smoke smokes
Change changes

Resurrection of resurrecting
Life gives legacies
Of tomorrow's memories
And it all moves on

It all moves on
The dust, the embers
The sparks and whispers
It all moves on 

Moves on

Moving on

Moved on

Long ago

“Abandoned Venus”
Warm and pure, yellow sand
Seen from bleak dawn
Geometric villages stand in
Shape-shifting gentle wind

Thermobaric star
Lighting plantless plains
Red and green flecks
Of atmospheric gas steps

Ruins long abandoned
Crystal grey of decrepitation
Smooth, sharp lines
Echoing lost civilizations

Flora fans out far on one horizon
White wastelands awaiting 
Singing sun scorches the stems
Bulbs of blossoms burn in bloom

Night brings spectacular spectacles
Sparkles of light spread in the sky
Particles pick and plot their spots
To shine above this eerie rock

“Sacrifice”
Fire and water rarely meet
When they do, nothing is as sweet
Fury in fire finding a match
In water, and all it could catch

Volcanic fury crystallized and kept
As black tears from peaks are wept
Rain is poured over every shore
Obsidian roses only wanting more

Sacrifice from the people below
Beckoned the peaks to again blow
Spew they did with ash and cinder
Again and again, the air got crisper

Water and fire mingle and mesh
The roses were about as fresh
Destruction to make
The most beautiful thing

The people below would never know
Their sacrifice would make a rose
As they perished, the peaks wept
Obsidian tears were all that was left



“Stratosphere”
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“Unconventional Life”
Shattered moons, broken landmarks
References of humanity destroyed
Natural architecture, artificial 
nature
Existed together; perished the same
 
Iron trees and leafy skyscrapers
Art in aesthetic, music in all sound
Trees never dying nor living
Buildings never disturbed or erected
 
Tin leaves and rebar trunks
Never to be fallen by an axe
Through all seasons, leaf steadfast
Artificial trees appearing to last
 
Open windows with no glass
Earth concrete and vine wiring
Roses growing in bushels of grass
Natural skyscrapers; life conspiring

The tree never altered its course
No branches would sway
The wind blowing fast
Stoic and blank, rusting in rain
 
The skyscraper grew green in spring
Leaves crumbled in the fall
A scarf of death cascaded away
From the earth mortar and its call
 
Steel branches and bolted twigs
Sprawled from the iron trunk
Welded by an ametuer
Rooted in copper, glazed with zinc
 
Ball bearing fruit, reflecting itself
Teardrops of rust, but feeling no 
pain
Never growing, never changing
Twisting permanently to the sky



“Somewhere Else”

The void is brisk. Not cold. Not warm. But brisk as a summer night. 
Blackness all around. Nothing to guide or reference. No constellations or 
clouds, a ground missing below. You shakily take a step into thin air, and 
a surface appears to take your weight. A smooth, geometric surface has 
appeared for a small length. You take more experimental steps. Platforms of
various shapes and sizes gravitate towards your tentative, shy steps. Your 
breath fogs in front of you. White mist exiting your lungs. You hear your 
blood rushing as your heart begins to panic. Where are you? You hold your 
hands out in front of you. You can see them, yes, but there is no light 
from which to gaze. The platforms gravitate at the rate of your tentative 
steps. You cautiously begin walking. The platforms racing to meet your bare
feet. Slick, cool metal is felt by your toes. You feel no pain. White mist 
billowing from your mouth. More cold breaths. You turn left, and more 
platforms from no-where follow your steps. You can go anywhere. But where 
is here? Looking up, nothing. Looking down, these strange little platforms,
and your steps that attract them. You begin running. The platforms make no 
sound as they reach your steps as you need them. You can only hear your 
breaths and contact with the platforms. Eventually, you tire. Looking 
behind you, you see the platforms that so earnestly wanted to meet your 
step, carved a trail that you walked. You keep walking. Nothing to see, 
nothing to hear. No monsters appear from the darkness, and no one to talk 
to. Nothing good. Nothing bad. No one else but you. And no reason to be 
sad. You are free. You are trapped. Here in no-where. And everywhere is 
here. No sound, no light, yet you understand and see all that you need to. 
Did the path know where you would go? Are you making a new one? There may 
be a curtain just out of reach you could pull away. Or no-where might be 
here with you. And everywhere might be where you could go. The platforms 
didn't seem to know; which way you'd turn or where to show. They were there
as you needed them, and stayed after you'd gone. Turning around wouldn't 
change where they were, all you could do was forge a new path. No one would
know. Who would ever know? No one would. No one but you. Alone and lost in 
no-where. Able to go anywhere. Nothing out to harm you, only that platforms
to assist. Your journey into nothing. As you walked more and more, nothing 
became something. No-where was everywhere you'd been. You could go 
everywhere else, but it'd all look the same. So why move? Why make a new 
path? Everything would look the same where ever you walked. Yet you 
continue. The platforms rushing to meet your feet. Steps. Slower. Slower. 
Darkness surrounding. You stop, looking behind you again. A single line of 
metallic surfaces stretches into whatever best fits a horizon. They 
disappeared into darkness. Reflective surfaces reflecting each other, 
reflecting you. Warped images infinitely inscribed. You look back ahead. 
Black. Nothing more. You continue to everywhere. Your steps making more 
trails to no-where. And no one would ever know you were lost with yourself 
everywhere. 




